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[1] Preliminary distinctions: Three kinds of reference

[A]  Semantic reference (semantic designation, denotation of a referring expression)

A relation D of DESIGNATION between a linguistic expression E, a single object o (or objects O),

[a time t, a context of utterance c].

[B] Speech act reference (referring use of a referring expression)  

An act R by speaker S REFERS by means of expression E to an object o (or objects O) at a time t.

>>> A constituent act of a speech act (either part of the locutionary (Austin), illocutionary (Bach) or

propostional act (Searle)).

[C] Speaker's reference (referential intentions)

A cognitive attitude A (e.g. INTENTION, BELIEF) towards [A] or [B].

Example 1: attitude towards [A]

S believes that expression e designates o.

Example 2: attitude towards [B]

S intends to use e to refer to o.

Kripke's conception of speaker's reference     Kripke (1977)

o is the speaker's referent of e iff 

The user S of e believes that e designates o (relative to t and c).

The user S of e intends to use e to refer to o (relative to t and C).

Donnellan's conception of speaker's reference        Donnellan (1978)

o is the speaker's referent of e iff      

S intends to use e to refer to o (relative to t and C).

S intends that S' audiences recognize that S refers with e to o in part through S' use of e. 
 
[2] Literal vs. non-literal referring uses of referring expressions

A referring use of a referring expression is literal iff there is a matching referent between levels 

[A]-[C]. It is not-literal iff there is a mismatch concerning the referent between at least two levels.

That is, either (i) different referents; or (ii) a missing referent at some level.
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Mismatch 1: The Gricean picture     Kripke (1977, 1980); Grice (1968)

The semantic referent => determined by linguistic norms
The speaker's referent => determined by cognitive attitudes

S believes that o is the semantic referent of “Peter”.     [false de re belief]
S intends to refer to by using “Peter”.
S refers to o by using “Peter”.
o is not a semantic referent of “Peter”.    [mismatch between [A] and [B]+[C]]

Mismatch 2: The Strawsonian picture      Recanati (2004); Strawson (1950)

The semantic referent = the speech act referent that satisfies certain linguistic norms

S believes that o is a man.       [false de re belief]
S intends to refer to o by using “that man”.
S refers to o by using “that man”.
o is not a man.   >> linguistic norm violated               [mismatch between [A] and [B]+[C]]

Mismatch 3: on all three levels

S believes that the man depicted on a picture is S' father.
S intends to refer to S' father by “that farmer”.
S points to the picture while using “that farmer”.
The depicted man is neither a farmer nor S's father.

[3] The original Donnellan cases in Donnellan (1966)

Donnellan case = a non-literal referential use of a definite description.

The two examples most philosophers/linguists working on semantic issues know:

(C1)  The murderer of Smith is insane.

(C2)  Who is the man drinking a martini?

Two examples that few philosophers/linguists know:

(C4) Is the man carrying a walking stick the professor of history?

(C5) Is the king in the countinghouse?

[4] Kripke's and Donnellan's conception of Donnellan cases

“The F” is used by S in a referential way iff Kripke (1977)

S intends to refer by means of “The F” to the semantic referent of “The F”.   [de dicto intention]
S beliefs that o is the semantic referent of “The F”.               [de re belief]
S intends to refer by means of “The F” to o.    [de re intention]

“The F” is used by S in an attributive way iff 

S intends to refer by means of “The F” to the semantic referent of “The F”.    [de dicto intention]
S beliefs that the F is the semantic referent of “The F”.                            [de dicto belief]

Question 1: Does one really have two different referential intentions in the case of a referential use?
Question 2: Is it really necessary to form a de re intention in a Donnellan case?
Question 3: Isn't an important addressee-oriented aspect missing in Kripke's conception?
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SemRef = no object
SpeRef = the decpicted man
SpkRef = S's father

SemRef = no object
SpeRef = o
SpkRef = o

SemRef = Peter
SpeRef = o
SpkRef = o



“The F” is used by S in a referential way iff Donnellan (1978)

The use of “the F” by S is accompanied by two (de re) intentions:

(i) S intends to use “The F” to refer to o,  

(ii) S intends that S' audience recognizes that he/she refers with “the F” to o 

     (in part through S' use of “the F”).

“The F” is used by S in an attributive way iff 

The use of “the F” by S is not accompanied by any significant de re intentions.

Question 1: Is such a de re referential intention really necessary?
Question 2: Is a certain de re belief not also essential for Donnellan cases (of the considered type)?
Question 3: Is the addressee-oriented element characterized in the wright way?

[5] My conception of Donnellan cases

There is a more fundamental, non-linguistic intentional dimension (pace Kripke and Donnellan):

(E1) S intends to convey something about o to A  [communicative de re intention]

>>> Neutrality towards linguistic tools to reach this goal.

>>> (E1) is the common element of Donnellan cases of TYPE 1 and TYPE 2

[5.1] TYPE1 Donnellan cases
 

Additional elements of TYPE 1 cases: 

>>The speaker is mistaken about the relevant semantic properties of the used linguistic tools.

(E2) S intends to say something about o.   [locutionary de re intention]

>> The aim to satisfy (E1) in the most direct way.

(E3) S believes that o = the F    [de re belief]  >> not necessarily metalinguistic!

(E4) S believes that the referring term “the F” is the best tool to refer to o (in the relevant situation).

These are the common elements of TYPE 1 cases.
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OPTION 1

(E5a) S intends to refer with “the F” to the F 
          [= the semantic referent of “the F”]
          [de dicto referential intention]

>>> S does not refer to o!

S refers to the unique satisfier of F or modulated 
 (F). >>> exploits semantic potential of „the F“

OPTION 2

(E5b) S intends to refer with “the F” to o 
          [de re referential intention]

Does S really refer to o on the basis of (E1)-(E5b)?
Are theses attitudes sufficient together with the 
utterance of a specific sentence to refer to o?

It does not matter!



Success: S conveys to A the thought that o is G.

Failure: S does not say that o is G by uttering „The F is G“.   [>> Fregean analysis of „the“]

[5.2] TYPE2 Donnellan cases 

Additional elements of TYPE 2 cases:

>> The speaker knows all relevant semantic properties of the used linguistic tools.

(!) S does not believe that o=the F

(!!) S knows that o is not the semantic referent of “the F”.

Examples:

(1) The greatest pop star of all time had a nose made of plastic. [parasitic use]

(2) Is the king in the countinghouse?  [shared appropriate assumption]

(3) The greatest military commander of all time is Austrian. [ironic use]

(4) The alien is in the classroom. [pretense use]

TYPE 2A  (pop-star-style-cases)

(E2) S knows that A believes that o=the F.

(E3) S believes that the referring term “the F” is the best tool to refer* A to o1.

(E4) S uses “The F” with the intention to refer* A to o.

>> S does not use “The F” to refer to o.

The cognitive involvement of the addressee:

(E5a) A recognizes that S uses “The F” with the intention to refer* A to o.  
(E5b) A believes that S refers with “The F” to o.

Success: S conveys to A that thought that o is G.

1 Alternative formulation of “S refers A to o”: “S draws the attention of A to o”
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OPTION 1

The cognitive involvement of the addressee:

(E6a) A recognizes that S believes that o = the F.

[Option: A also believes that o = the F]

A interprets the utterance “The F is G” as a 
statement that o is G.

OPTION 2

The cognitive involvement of the addressee:

(E6b) A recognizes that S intends to refer to o 
by using „the F“.

[Option: A also believes that o = the F]

A interprets the utterance “The F is G” as a 
statement that o is G.



TYPE 2B   (usurper-style-cases) 

(E2) S knows that it is appropriate in the relevant situation to assume that o (= the/is a) F.

(E3) S knows that A shares this knowledge with S.

(E3) S believes that the referring term “the F” is the best tool to refer* A to o.

(E4) S uses “The F” with the intention to refer* A to o.

>> S does not use “The F” to refer to o.

The cognitive involvement of the addressee:

(E5) A recognizes that S uses “The F” with the intention to refer* A to o.  

Success: S conveys to A that thought that o is G.

TYPE 2C   (GRÖFAZ-style-cases) 

(E2) S knows that people tend to use “The F” in an ironic way to refer* other people to o.

(E3) S knows that A shares this knowledge with S.

(E4) S believes that the referring term “the F” is the best tool to refer* A to o.

[like in the case of TYPE 2B]

TYPE 2D   (alien-style-cases)

(E1) S and A pretend that o (= the/is a) F.

(E2) S and A know of each other that they pretend that o (= the/is a) F.  

(E3) S believes that the referring term “the F” is the best tool to refer* A to o.

[like in the case of TYPE 2B]

Hypothesis: 2B-2D are sub versions of a second main kind of TYP2 cases.
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